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SEARCH FOR MINIMAL SUPERGRAVITY IN SINGLE- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 66, 112001 ~2002!We describe a search for evidence of minimal supergravity~MSUGRA! in 92.7 pb21 of data collected with
the DO” detector at the Fermilab Tevatronpp̄ collider atAs51.8 TeV. Events with a single electron, four or
more jets, and large missing transverse energy were used in this search. The major backgrounds are fromW
1 jets, misidentified multijet,t t̄ , andWW production. We observe no excess above the expected number of
background events in our data. A new limit in terms of MSUGRA model parameters is obtained.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.66.112001 PACS number~s!: 12.60.Jv, 04.65.1e, 14.80.Lyin
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clesI. INTRODUCTION
The standard model~SM! has been a great achievement
particle physics. A large number of experimental results h
confirmed many features of the theory to a high degree
precision. However, the SM is theoretically unsatisfacto
and it poses many questions and problems@1,2#. The most
notable ones are the fine-tuning problem of the SM Hig
self-interaction through fermion loops@3# and the unknown
origin of electroweak symmetry breaking~EWSB!. Super-
symmetry~SUSY! @4# incorporates an additional symmet
between fermions and bosons, and offers a solution to
fine-tuning problem and a possible mechanism for EWSB
SUSY postulates that for each SM degree of freedo
there is a corresponding SUSY degree of freedom. This
sults in a large number of required supersymmetric partic
~sparticles!, and at least two Higgs doublets in the theory.
new quantum number, calledR parity @5#, is used to distin-
guish between SM particles and sparticles. All SM partic
have R parity 11 and sparticles haveR parity 21. The
simplest extension to the SM, the minimal supersymme
standard model~MSSM!, respects the same SU(3)^ SU(2)
^ U(1) gauge symmetries as does the SM. SUSY must b
broken symmetry. Otherwise we would have discovered
persymmetric particles of the same masses as their SM
ners. A variety of models have been proposed for SU
breaking. One of these, the minimal supergrav
~MSUGRA! model, postulates that gravity is the commun
cating force from the SUSY breaking origin at a high ma
scale to the electroweak scale, which is accessible to cur
high energy colliders. This paper reports the work within t
MSUGRA framework with the assumption of grand unific
tion and radiative electroweak symmetry breaking@6#. The
model can be characterized by four parameters at the g
unification ~GUT! scale @7# and a sign: a common scala
mass (m0), a common gaugino mass (m1/2), a common tri-
linear coupling value (A0), the ratio of the vacuum expecta
tion values of the two Higgs doublets (tanb), and the sign
of m, wherem is the Higgsino parameter.
In this analysis,R parity is assumed to be conserved. Th
implies that sparticles must be pair-produced inpp̄ colli-
sions. The sparticles can decay directly, or via lighter sp
ticles, into final states that contain SM particles and the lig
est supersymmetric particles~LSPs!, which must be stable
Because the LSP interacts extremely weakly, it escapes
tection and leaves a large imbalance in transverse en
*Also at University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland.
†Also at Institute of Nuclear Physics, Krakow, Poland.11200e
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(E” T) in the event. We assume that the lightest neutral
(x̃1
0) is the LSP, and thatA050 and m,0. We fix tanb
53 and perform the search in them1/2–m0 plane.
Most recently, searches for MSUGRA signatures ha
been performed at the CERNe1e2 collider LEP and the
Tevatron. At DO” , dilepton1E” T @8# and jets1E” T @9# final
states have been examined for possible MSUGRA effe
This report describes a search in the final state containin
single isolated electron, four or more jets, and largeE” T . One
of the possible MSUGRA particle-production process
which results in such a final state is shown in Fig. 1. T
search is particularly sensitive to the moderatem0 region
where charginos and neutralinos decay mostly into SMW
and/orZ bosons which have large branching fractions to je
It also complements our two previous searches since the
natures are orthogonal to one another.
II. THE DO” DETECTOR
DO” is a multipurpose detector designed to studypp̄ col-
lisions at the Fermilab Tevatron Collider. The work presen
here is based on approximately 92.7 pb21 of data recorded
during the 1994–1996 collider runs. A full description of th
detector can be found in Ref.@10#. Here, we describe briefly
the properties of the detector that are relevant for this an
sis.
The detector was designed to have good electron
muon identification capabilities and to measure jets andE” T
FIG. 1. Feynman diagram for gluino pair production and dec
to an electron, multijets, and produceE” T . The three-body decays
are in fact cascade decays in which off-shell particles or sparti
are produced.1-3
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ABAZOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 66, 112001 ~2002!with good resolution. The detector consists of three ma
systems: a nonmagnetic central tracking system, a uran
liquid-argon calorimeter, and a muon spectrometer. A c
away view of the detector is shown in Fig. 2. The cent
detector~CD! consists of four tracking subsystems: a vert
drift chamber, a transition radiation detector, a central d
chamber, and two forward drift chambers. It measures
trajectories of charged particles and can discriminate
tween singly charged particles ande1e2 pairs from photon
conversions through the ionization measured along t
tracks. It covers the pseudorapidity@11# region uhdu,3.2.
The calorimeter is divided into three parts: the cent
calorimeter~CC! and the two end calorimeters~EC!, each
housed in its own steel cryostat, which together cover
pseudorapidity rangeuhdu,4.2. Each calorimeter consists o
an inner electromagnetic~EM! section, a fine hadronic~FH!
section, and a coarse hadronic~CH! section. Between the CC
and the EC is the inter-cryostat detector~ICD!, which con-
sists of scintillator tiles. The EM portion of the calorimete
is 21 radiation lengths deep and is divided into four longi
dinal segments~layers!. The hadronic portions are 7–
nuclear interaction lengths deep and are divided into f
~CC! or five ~EC! layers. The calorimeters are segment
transversely into pseudoprojective towers ofDh3Df
50.130.1. The third layer of the EM calorimete
where most of the EM shower energy is expected, is s
mented twice as finely in both and f, with cells of size
Dh3Df50.0530.05. The energy resolution for electron
is s(E)/E515%/AE(GeV)% 0.4%. For charged pions, th
resolution is 50%/AE(GeV) and for jets 80%/AE(GeV).
The resolution in E” T is 1.08 GeV10.019•(ET(GeV),
where(ET is the scalar sum of the transverse energies in
calorimeter cells.
The wide angle muon system~WAMUS!, which covers
uhdu,2.5, is also used in this analysis. The system cons
FIG. 2. Cut away isometric view of the DO” detector.11200r
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of four planes of proportional drift tubes in front of magn
tized iron toroids with a magnetic field of 1.9 T and tw
groups of three planes of proportional drift tubes behind
toroids. The magnetic field lines and the wires in the d
tubes are transverse to the beam direction. The muon
mentump is measured from the muon’s angular bend in t
magnetic field of the iron toroids, with a resolutio
of s(1/p)50.18(p22 GeV)/p2% 0.003 GeV21, for p
.4.0 GeV.
A separate synchrotron, the Main Ring, lies above
Tevatron and goes through the CH calorimeter. During d
taking, it is used to accelerate protons for antiproton prod
tion. Particles lost from the Main Ring can deposit signi
cant energy in the calorimeters, increasing the instrume
background. We reject much of this background at the trig
level by not accepting events during beam injection into
Main Ring, when losses are largest.
III. EVENT SELECTION
Event selection at DO” is performed at two levels: online
selection at the trigger level and offline selection at t
analysis level. The algorithms to reconstruct the physical
jects ~electron, muon, jet,E” T) as well as their identification
at the online and offline levels are described in Ref.@12#. We
summarize below the selections pertaining to this analys
A. Triggers
The DO” trigger system reduces the event rate from
beam crossing rate of 286 kHz to approximately 3–4 Hz
which the events are recorded on tape. For most triggers~and
those we use in this analysis! we require a coincidence in hit
between the two sets of scintillation counters located in fr
of each EC~level 0!. The next stage of the trigger~level 1!
forms fast analog sums of the transverse energies in calo
eter trigger towers. These towers have a size ofDh3Df
50.230.2, and are segmented longitudinally into EM a
FH sections. The level 1 trigger operates on these sums a
with patterns of hits in the muon spectrometer. A trigg
decision can be made between beam crossings~unless a level
1.5 decision is required, as described below!. After level 1
accepts an event, the complete event is digitized and se
the level 2 trigger, which consists of a farm of 48 gener
purpose processors. Software filters running in these pro
sors make the final trigger decision.
The triggers are defined in terms of combinations of s
cific objects required in the level 1 and level 2 trigge
These elements are summarized below. For more infor
tion, see Refs.@10,12#.
To trigger on electrons, level 1 requires that the transve
energy in the EM section of a trigger tower be above a p
grammed threshold. The level 2 electron algorithm exami
the regions around the level 1 towers that are above thr
old, and uses the full segmentation of the EM calorimete
identify showers with shapes consistent with those of el
trons. The level 2 algorithm can also apply an isolation
quirement or demand that there be an associated track in
central detector.1-4
g into
SEARCH FOR MINIMAL SUPERGRAVITY IN SINGLE- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 66, 112001 ~2002!TABLE I. Triggers used during run 1b and run 1c. ‘‘Exposure’’ gives the effective integrated luminosity for each trigger, takin
account the Main Ring vetoes and bad runs.
Trigger Name Exposure Level 1 Level 2 Run
(pb21) period
EM1_EISTRKCC_MS 82.9 1 EM tower,ET.10 GeV 1 isolatede, ET.20 GeV Run 1b
1 EX tower,ET.15 GeV E” T
cal.15 GeVa
1 EM tower,ET.12 GeV, uhu,2.6 1e, ET.15 GeV, uhu,2.5
ELE_JET_HIGH 82.9 2 jet towers,ET.5 GeV, uhu,2.0 2 jets (DR50.3), ET.10 GeV, uhu,2.5 Run 1b
E” T
cal.14 GeV
ELE_JET_HIGH 0.89 ditto ditto Run 1c
1 EM tower,ET.12 GeV, uhu,2.6 1e, ET.17 GeV, uhu,2.5
ELE_JET_HIGHA 8.92 2 jet towers,ET.5 GeV, uhu,2.0 2 jets (DR50.3), ET.10 GeV, uhu,2.5 Run 1c
E” T
cal.14 GeV
aE” T
cal is the missingET in the calorimeter, obtained from the sum of transverse energy of all calorimeter cells.E” T is the missingET corrected
for muon momentum, obtained by subtracting the transverse momenta of identified muons fromE” T
cal .or
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For the later portion of the run, a ‘‘level 1.5’’ process
was also available for electron triggering. In this process
each EM trigger tower above the level 1 threshold is co
bined with the neighboring tower of the highest energy. T
hadronic portions of these two towers are also combined,
the ratio of EM transverse energy to total transverse ene
in the two towers is required to be.0.85. The use of a leve
1.5 electron trigger is indicated in the tables below as
‘‘EX’’ tower.
The level 1 muon trigger uses the pattern of drift tube h
to provide the number of muon candidates in different
gions of the muon spectrometer. A level 1.5 processor
also be used to put apT requirement on the candidates~at the
expense of slightly increased dead time!. At level 2, the fully
digitized event is available, and the first stage of the f
event reconstruction is performed. The level 2 muon al
rithm can also require the presence of energy depositio
the calorimeter consistent with that from a muon.
For a jet trigger, level 1 requires that the sum of the tra
verse energies in the EM and hadronic sections of a trig
tower be above a programmed threshold. Level 2 then s
calorimeter cells around the identified towers~or around the
ET-weighted centroids of the large tiles! in cones of a speci-
fied radiusDR5ADh21Df2, and imposes a threshold o
the total transverse energy.
TheE” T in the calorimeter is computed both at level 1 a
level 2. For level 1, the vertexz position is assumed to be a
the center of the detector, while for level 2, the vertexz
position is determined from the relative timing of hits in th
level 0 scintillation counters.
The trigger requirements used for this analysis are s
marized in Table I. Runs taken during 1994–1995~run 1b!
and during the winter of 1995–1996~run 1c! were used,
and only the triggers ‘‘ELE_JET_HIGH’’ and
‘‘ELE_JET_HIGHA’’ in the table were used to conduct th
search for MSUGRA. The ‘‘EM1_EISTRKCC_MS’’ trigge
was used for background estimation. As mentioned abo
these triggers do not accept events during beam injection
the main ring. In addition, we do not use events which w
collected when a Main Ring bunch passed through the de
tor or when losses were registered in monitors around11200r,
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Main Ring. Several bad runs resulting from hardware failu
were also rejected. The ‘‘exposure’’ column in Table I tak
these factors into account.
B. Object identification
1. Electrons
Electron identification is based on a likelihood techniqu
Candidates are first identified by finding isolated clusters
energy in the EM calorimeter with a matching track in t
central detector. We then cut on a likelihood construc
from the following five variables:
~i! A x2 from a covariance matrix that checks the cons
tency of the shape of a calorimeter cluster with that expec
of an electron shower.
~ii ! An electromagnetic energy fraction, defined as the
tio of the portion of the energy of the cluster found in the E
calorimeter to its total energy.
~iii ! A measure of consistency between the trajectory
the tracking chambers and the centroid of energy clu
~track match significance!.
~iv! The ionization deposited along the trackdE/dx.
~v! A measure of the radiation pattern observed in
transition radiation detector~TRD!. ~This variable is used
only for CC EM clusters because the TRD does not cover
forward region@10#.!
To a good approximation, these five variables are indep
dent of each other.
High energy electrons in MSUGRA events tend to be is
lated. Thus, we use the additional restriction
Etot~0.4!2EEM~0.2!
EEM~0.2!
,0.1, ~3.1!
whereEtot(0.4) is the energy withinDR,0.4 of the cluster
centroid (DR5ADh21Df2) andEEM(0.2) is the energy in
the EM calorimeter withinDR,0.2. We denote this restric
tion the ‘‘isolation requirement.’’
The electron identification efficiency,« id
e , is measured us-
ing the Z→ee data. Since only CC (uhdeu,1.1) and EC1-5
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ABAZOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 66, 112001 ~2002!(1.5,uhd
eu,2.5) regions are covered by EM modules, ele
tron candidates are selected and their identification effic
cies are measured in these two regions. An electron is c
sidered a ‘‘probe’’ electron if the other electron in the eve
passes a strict likelihood requirement. This gives a clean
unbiased sample of electrons. We construct the invar
mass spectrum of the two electron candidates and calcu
the number of background events, which mostly come fr
Drell-Yan production and misidentified jets, inside aZ boson
mass window. After background subtraction, the ratio of
number of events inside theZ boson mass window befor
and after applying the likelihood and isolation requireme
to each probe electron, gives« id
e .
The « id
e is a function of jet multiplicity in the event. The
presence of jets reduces« id
e primarily due to the isolation
requirement and reduced tracking efficiency. However, w
a larger numbers of jets (>3) in the event, the efficiency o
locating the correct hard-scattering vertex increases. The
effects compensate each other for events with high jet m
tiplicity @13#. The electron identification efficiencies used
this analysis are obtained fromZ→ee data with at least two
jets and are given in Table II.
Sometimes a jet with very similar characteristics to
electron can pass the electron identification selection,
result in a fake electron. The effect of fake electrons is d
cussed in Sec. V A.
2. Jets
Jets are reconstructed in the calorimeter using a fixed-
cone algorithm withDR50.5. A jet that originates from a
quark or a gluon deposits a large fraction of its energy in
FH part of the calorimeter, and so we identify jets throu
the fractional energy in the EM and CH parts of the calori
eter. We require the fraction of the total jet energy depos
in the EM section of the calorimeter (em f) to be between
0.05 and 0.95 for high energy jets (ET
j .35 GeV), and the
fraction of the total jet energy deposited in the CH section
the calorimeter (ch f) to be less than 0.4. Because electro
and uranium noise is generally of low energy, the low
bound of theem f requirement is raised gradually for lowe
TABLE II. Electron ID efficiencies used in this analysis.
Detector Region CC EC
« id
e 0.67460.039 0.24260.07511200-
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energy jets in the CC.~It is 0.2 for CC jets with ET
j
'15 GeV.! Because there is no electromagnetic coverag
the ICR, we do not apply a lower bound cut onem f in that
region. A multijet data sample corrected for detector noise
used to measure the jet identification efficiency,« id
j . The
efficiency is a function ofET
j , and is parametrized as in Eq
~3.2!, with the fitted values of the parameters listed in Tab
III:
« id
j 5p01p13ET
j 1p23~ET
j !2. ~3.2!
3. Muons
To avoid overlapping with the dilepton analysis, we ve
events containing isolated muons satisfying all the followi
criteria:
The muon has a good track originating from the intera
tion vertex.
The muon has pseudorapidityuhd
mu<2.5.
There is a large integrated magnetic field along the mu
trajectory (*BW •d lW). This ensures that the muon travers
enough of the field to give a goodPT measurement.
The energy deposited in the calorimeter along a mu
track is at least that expected from a minimum ionizing p
ticle.
Transverse momentumpT>4 GeV.
The distance in theh2f plane between the muon and th
closest jet isDR(m, j ).0.5.
4. Event selection
About 1.9 million events passed the ELE_JET_HIGH a
the ELE_JET_HIGHA triggers. We require at least one el
tromagnetic cluster withET.18 GeV and a track matched t
it. The interaction vertex must be withinuzvu,60 cm. About
600 000 events remain after these selections. Kinematic
fiducial requirements are then applied to select our base
sample. The criteria are listed below, with numbers in
curly brackets specifying the number of events surviving
corresponding requirement.
One electron in the good fiducial volume (uhd
eu,1.1 or
1.5,uhd
eu,2.5) passing restrictive electron identification c
teria, and withET
e.20 GeV—$15547%.
No extra electrons in the good fiducial volume pass
‘‘loose’’ electron identification forET
e.15 GeV. The selec-
tion criteria for the ‘‘loose’’ electrons are the same as thoTABLE III. Parameters for jet identification efficiency as defined in Eq.~3.2!.
Fiducial Region ET
j (GeV) p0 p1 (GeV
21) p2 (GeV
22)
CC 15–27.4 0.899460.0070 (5.0460.45)31023 (26.761.0)31025
(uhd
j u,1.0) >27.4 0.986460.0005 (2.16 0.57)31025 (21.9060.30)31027
ICR 15–30.5 0.983860.0017 (9.76 1.33)31024 (21.7660.27)31025
(1.0,uhd
j u,1.5) >30.5 0.998160.0008 (22.2762.26)31025 (21.5261.22)31027
EC 0.9866 0.0004 (23.8161.05)31025 (21.1560.75)31027
(1.5,uhd
j u,2.5)1-6
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used for signal electrons in the dilepton analysis, keep
two analyses independent of each other—$15319%.
uheu,2.0—$13997%.
No isolated muons—$13980%.
Four or more jets withET
j .15 GeV and
uhd
j u,2.5—$187%.
E” T .25 GeV—$72%.
After these selections the base sample contains 72 ev
The major SM backgrounds are fromW1>4 jets →e1n
1>4 jets, t t̄→WbWb→e1n1>4 jets, WW1>2 jets
→e1n1>4 jets, and multijet events in which one of th
jets is misidentified as an electron and the jet transverse
ergies are inaccurately measured to give rise toE” T .
IV. EVENT SIMULATION
We use PYTHIA 5.7 with MSSM extension@14,15# to
simulate MSUGRA signal andt t̄ andWW backgrounds. We
check our results and obtain generator-dependent system
errors using theHERWIG @16# generator.W boson and associ
ated jet production is generated usingVECBOS @17# andHER-
WIG. The final state partons, which are generated byVECBOS
as a result of a leading order calculation, are passed thro
HERWIG to include the effects of additional radiation and t
underlying processes, and to model the hadronization of
final state partons@18#.
In order to efficiently search for MSUGRA in a larg
parameter space and to reduce the statistical error on s
acceptance, we used a fast Monte Carlo program ca
FMCO” @19# to model events in the DO” detector and to calcu
late the acceptance for any physics process passing our
ger and offline selections. The flow chart ofFMCO” is shown
in Fig. 3. First, through a jet-reconstruction program, t
stable particles that interact in the detector are clustered
particle jets, in a way similar to the clustering of calorime
cells into jets. However, the generated electrons, if they
not close to a jet (DR.0.5 in h2f space!, are considered
as the electrons reconstructed in the detector. Otherwise,
are clustered into the jet. The generated muons are con
ered as the reconstructed muons in the detector. Next,
electrons, jets, muons, andE” T in the events are smeared a
cording to their resolutions determined from data@18#. The
offline selections~Sec. III B 4! are applied to the smeare
objects. Finally, each passed event is weighted with trig
and identification efficiencies. The outputs ofFMCO” are an
‘‘ntuple’’ that contains the kinematic characteristics (ET , h,
f, etc.! of every object and a run-summary ntuple that co
tains the information of trigger efficiency and total acce11200g
ts.
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tance for the process being simulated. The acceptanceA is
calculated as follows:
A5
1
Ngen
(
i
Npass
« trig
total
•« id
e
•« id
jets, ~4.1!
where« trig
total is the overall trigger efficiency,« id
e is the electron
identification efficiency,« id
jets is the product of jet identifica-
tion efficiencies of the four leading jets,Ngen is the number
of generated events, andNpass is the number of events tha
pass the offline kinematic requirements. The uncertainty
the acceptance,dA , is calculated as
dA5
1
Ngen
(
i
Npass
d« , ~4.2!
where d« comes from the propagation of uncertainties
« trig
total, « id
e , and« id
jets. Since the same electron and jet iden
fication efficiencies, and the same trigger turnons are u
the error on the acceptance is 100% correlated event
event as shown in Eq.~4.2!.
Because the signal triggers impose a combination of
quirements on the electron, jets, andE” T , the overall trigger
efficiency has three corresponding components. The e
ciency of each component was measured using data.
individual efficiencies are then used to construct the ove
trigger efficiency. The details of the measurements and c
struction are documented in Ref.@13#. Table IV compares the
trigger efficiencies ofW1 jets events measured in data wi
those simulated usingVECBOS Monte Carlo program. We
find that they are in good agreement at each jet multiplic
We also compared the acceptance ofFMCO” with GEANT
@20# and data, and found good agreement forW1 jets, t t̄ ,
andWW events.
TABLE IV. Comparison of« tr ig
total , the total trigger efficiency of
ELE_JET_HIGH trigger. The second column lists the efficienc
measured usingW1 jets data; the third column lists the simulate
efficiencies found by putting theVECBOS W1 jets events through
FMCO” .
Njet Data VECBOS
>1 0.58960.019 0.57960.022
>2 0.826 0.027 0.83360.020
>3 0.92860.031 0.92560.016
>4 0.94460.037 0.95760.0121-7
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A. Multijet background
From the ELE_JET_HIGH and ELE_JET_HIGHA trig
gered data we obtain two sub-samples. For sample 1,
require all offline criteria to be satisfied, except forE” T . At
small E” T (,20 GeV), sample 1 contains contribution
mainly from multijet production, where jet energy fluctu
tions give rise toE” T . At large E” T (.25 GeV), it has sig-
nificant contributions fromW1 jets events, with additiona
contributions fromt t̄ production and possibly the MSUGR
signal. For sample 2, we require that the EM object repres
a very unlikely electron candidate by applying an ‘‘an
electron’’ requirement@13#. All other event characteristic
are the same as those in sample 1. The sample 2 req
ments tend to select events in which a jet mimics an elect
and consequently sample 2 contains mainly multijet eve
with little contribution from other sources forE” T .25 GeV.
The E” T spectra of the two samples can therefore be use
estimate the number of multijet background events (Nmultijet)
in sample 1 as follows. We first normalize theE” T spectrum
of sample 2 to that of sample 1 in the low-E” T region, and
then estimateNmultijet by multiplying the number of events in
the signal region (E” T.25 GeV) of sample 2 by the sam
relative normalization factor@21#.
The E” T spectra for both samples are shown in Fig.
normalized to each other for 0< E” T <14 GeV, and for the
cases in which the fake electron is in the CC and EC, resp
tively. From these distributions, we calculateNmultijet to be
82.6615.3 and 19.164.7, for inclusive jet multiplicities of 3
and 4 jets, respectively.~The inclusive 3-jet sample is ob
tained the same way as the base sample, except that w
quire at least 3 jets, rather than 4, in the event.! The errors
FIG. 4. E” T spectra of sample 2~points! normalized to sample 1
~histograms! in the region of 0<E” T<14 GeV. The normalizations
are done for the fake electron in the CC and EC, respectively.
errors are statistical only.11200e
nt
re-
n,
ts
to
,
c-
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include statistical uncertainties and systematic uncertain
in the trigger and object identification efficiencies, differe
definitions of sample 2, and different choice for the norm
ization regions.
B. t t̄ background
The number oft t̄ background events,Nt t̄ , is calculated
usingFMCO” . Thet t̄ events were generated usingPYTHIA @14#
for mtop5175 GeV. A t t̄ production cross section ofs
55.961.7 pb, as measured by DO” @22#, is used. The results
areNt t̄527.768.3 events andNt t̄516.865.2 events for in-
clusive jet multiplicities of 3 and 4 jets, respectively. Th
errors include uncertainties on thet t̄ production cross sec
tion, differences in physics generators, trigger and ob
identification efficiencies, and on the integrated luminosit
C. WW¿ jets background
FMCO” is also used to calculate theWW1 jets background.
The production cross section at next-to-leading order is ta
ass510.4060.23 pb@23,24#, assuming no anomalous cou
plings (dk5l50) @25#. The WW events were generate
using PYTHIA. There are 7.761.2 and 1.460.3 events ex-
pected for inclusive jet multiplicity of 3 and 4 jets, respe
tively. The errors include uncertainties on the producti
cross section, trigger and object identification efficienci
differences in physics generators, the jet energy scale, an
the integrated luminosity.
D. W¿ jets background
To good approximation, each extra jet inW1 jets events
is the result of an extra coupling of strengthas @17#, and we
expect the number ofW1 jets events to scale as a power
Njet . The scaling law is supported by theW1 jets, Z1 jets,
andg1 jets data@26#. In this analysis, we first estimate th
number ofW1>3-jet events,N3
W , in the data collected with
ELE_JET_HIGH and ELE_JET_HIGHA triggers, and the
extract the effective scaling factora using W1>n-jet
events collected with EM1_EISTRKCC_MS trigger. The e
pected number ofW1>4-jet events (N4
W) in our base
sample is then
N4
W5N3
W
•a•
« trig
W4
« trig
W3
, ~5.1!
where « trig
W3 and « trig
W4 are trigger efficiencies ofW1>3-jet
andW1>4-jet events, respectively, as shown in Table IV
1. Estimating the number of W¿Ðn-jet events
We estimate the number ofW1>n-jet events in a way
similar to that used to estimate the multijet background.
first use a neural network~NN! to define a kinematic region
in which W1>n-jet events dominate the background a
any possible contribution from MSUGRA can be neglecte
In that region, we normalize the number ofW1>n-jet MC
events to the number of events observed in the data w
e
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SEARCH FOR MINIMAL SUPERGRAVITY IN SINGLE- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 66, 112001 ~2002!have had all other major SM backgrounds subtracted.
normalization factor is then applied to the wholeW1>n-jet
MC sample to obtain our estimate for theW1>n-jet back-
ground in the data.
In this analysis, we use a NN package calledMLPFIT @27#.
All NNs have the structure of X-2X-1, where X is the num
ber of input nodes, i.e., the number of variables used
training, and 2X is the number of nodes in the hidden lay
We always use 1 output node with an output range of 0 to
Signal events~in this case,W1>n-jet events! are expected
to have NN output near 1 and background events near 0
choose the NN output region of 0.5–1.0 to be the ‘‘signa
dominant kinematic region. The variables used to distingu
W1>n-jet events from other SM backgrounds and t
MSUGRA signal are:
E” T
ET
e
HT5(ET
j for all jets with ET
j .15 GeV
Dfe,E” T
MT5A2ETeE” T@12cos(Dfe,E”T)#
Df j 1 ,E” T ~not used for>4-jet events!
Df j 2 ,E” T ~used for>2-jet and>3-jet events!
A—aplanarity @28# ~used for >2, >3, and >4-jet
events! is defined in terms of the normalized momentu
tensor of theW boson and the jets withET
j .15 GeV:
Mab5
(
i
piapib
(
i
pi
2
, ~5.2!
wherepiW is the three-momentum of objecti in the laboratory
frame, anda and b run over thex, y, and z coordinates.
DenotingQ1 , Q2, andQ3 as the three eigenvalues ofMab in
ascending order,A 51.53Q1. The pz of the W boson is
calculated by imposing the requirement that the invari
mass of the electron and the neutrino~assumed to be the
source ofE” T) equals theW boson mass. This requireme
results in a quadratic equation for the longitudinal mom
tum of the neutrino. Because the probability of a smallpz is
usually higher than that of a largepz , the smallerpz solution
is always chosen. In cases where there is no real solutionE” T
is increased until a real solution is obtained.
r H5HT2 /HZ , where HT25HT2ET
j 1 , and HZ5( i upzu
where i runs over the electron, all jets withET
j .15 GeV,
and neutrino~as assumed in the calculation ofA) in the
event@29# ~only used for>4-jet events!.
cosue* , whereue* is the polar angle of the electron in th
W boson rest frame, relative to the direction of flight of t
W boson. TheW boson four-momentum is obtained by fittin
the event to at t̄ assumption. The details of the fit are d
scribed in Ref.@29# ~only used for>4-jet events!.
cosueb* , whereueb* is the angle between the electron a
theb jet from the same top~or antitop! quark in theW boson11200e
r
r.
1.
e
h
t
-
rest frame@30#. Again, a fit to thet t̄ assumption is per-
formed to identify the correctb jet ~only used for>4-jet
events!.
All the offline requirements described in Sec. III B 4 a
applied except that the requirement on the number of jet
reduced corresponding to different inclusive jet multiplicit
The multijet, t t̄ , andWW backgrounds are estimated usin
the methods described in Secs. V A–V D. The MSUGR
events were generated withm05170 GeV, m1/2558 GeV
and tanb53. This parameter set was chosen because
close to the search limit obtained in the dilepton analysis
2. Estimating N3
W
The result of the NN training for>3-jet events is shown
in Fig. 5~a!. The number ofW1>3-jet events used in the
training is the same as the sum of all background eve
including any possible MSUGRA sources in their expec
proportions. The match between training and data is sho
in Fig. 5~b!, where the data and MC are normalized to ea
other for NN output between 0.5 and 1.0. Because the n
ber of MSUGRA events is negligible in this region, we d
not include them in the background subtraction. We estim
that 241.8618.0 W1>3-jet events pass our final 3-jet se
lection.
3. Measuring the scaling factora
We extract the parametera from the data passing th
EM1_EISTRKCC_MS trigger, which does not have a jet r
quirement in the trigger, and fit the measured number ofW
1n-jet events (N̄n
W) to
N̄n
W5N̄1
W
•an21. ~5.3!
N̄n
W values are obtained as described in Sec. V D 1. T
NN training and normalization to the data are perform
separately for each inclusive jet multiplicity. The results a
summarized in Table V. The errors onN̄n
W include statistical
errors from MC and data, and uncertainties on the choice
different normalization regions and on the choice of differe
QCD dynamic scales used in generatingVECBOS events.
The fit of N̄n
W to Eq. ~5.3! is shown in Fig. 6, from which
we extracta50.17260.007.
4. Calculating the number of W¿Ð4-jet events, N4
W
With « trig
W350.92560.016 and« trig
W450.95760.012, and
using Eq.~5.1!, we obtainN4
W543.067.6.
E. Summary
The expected numbers of events in the base data sa
from the major sources of background are summarized
Table VI. From the table, we conclude that the sum of
backgrounds is consistent with the observed number of c
didate events.1-9
ors.
ABAZOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 66, 112001 ~2002!FIG. 5. ~a! Expected NN output for events passing the ELE_JET_HIGH or ELE_JET_HIGHA triggers and with>3jets. ~b! Expected
NN output for data~points! and the observed NN output for data~histogram!. The error on the points include statistical and systematic err
All events were required to pass our offline selections, except that we required only 3 jets instead of 4.in
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VI. SEARCH FOR SIGNAL
A. Neural network analysis
We use a NN analysis to define a kinematic region
which the sensitivity of signal to background is highest. W
use the following variables in the NN. Those not defin
below have been defined in Sec. V D 1.
E” T —For the signal,E” T comes from two LSPs and at lea
one neutrino. For thet t̄ , W1 jets, andWW backgrounds, it
comes from the neutrino. For multijet background, it com
from fluctuation in the measurement of the jet energy. G
erally, the signal has largerE” T than the backgrounds.
ET
e —The electron in the signal comes from a virtualW
boson decay. Its spectrum is softer than that of the elect
from the t t̄ andW1 jets backgrounds.
HT —A pair of heavy MSUGRA particles are produced
the hard scattering and most of the transverse energy is
ried away by jets. TheHT for the signal thus tends to b
larger than that for the major backgrounds.
ET
j 3 —The third leading jet inET from W1 jets, WW, and
multijet events most likely originates from gluon emissio
TABLE V. Estimated number ofW1>n-jet events,N̄n
W , as a
function of inclusive jet multiplicity in the data passing th
EM1_EISTRKCC_MS trigger. They were obtained by normalizi
MC to data in the NN output region whereW1>n-jets events
dominate~see text!. N̄data is the number of observed events. Th
MSUGRA events were generated withm05170 GeV, m1/2
558 GeV, and tanb53.
Njet >1 >2 >3 >4
N̄data 8191 1691 353 64
Nmultijet 826695 291648 75615 16.6 7.0
Nt t̄ 25.867.6 26.167.6 21.966.5 13.564.3
NWW 33.763.3 23.6 2.3 6.1960.95 1.1260.25
N̄n
W 72106131 1283679 230627 27.467.4
NMSUGRA 28.363.7 25.063.1 19.762.7 12.6 2.111200s
-
ns
ar-
.
For t t̄ and MSUGRA events, it is probably due toW boson
decay. Thus, thet t̄ and MSUGRA signals have a harderET
j 3
spectrum.
MT —For t t̄ , W1 jet, and WW events,MT peaks near
MW580 GeV. This is not the case for the signal since
expect theW boson produced in the decay chain to be virtu
for a wide range ofm1/2 up to 200 GeV.
Dfe,E” T—Because the electron and neutrino form aW bo-
son in t t̄ , W1 jet, and WW events, theirDfe,E” T spectra
should peak away fromDfe,MT50. For multijet events, the
Dfe,MT spectrum should peak near 0 andp becauseE” T can
be caused by fluctuations in the energy of the jet which m
ics an electron.
A—W1 jets, WW, and multijet events are more likely t
be collinear due to QCD bremsstrahlung, while the sig
and t t̄ events are more likely to be spherical.
cosuj* , whereu j* is the polar angle of the higher-energ
jet from W boson decay in the rest frame of parentW boson,
FIG. 6. Fit of W1>n-jet events to the power law of Eq.~5.3!.1-10
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SEARCH FOR MINIMAL SUPERGRAVITY IN SINGLE- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 66, 112001 ~2002!relative to the direction of flight of theW boson. This is
calculated by fitting all the events to thet t̄ assumption. For
t t̄ production, the spectrum is isotropic, but for the sign
and other SM backgrounds, it is not.
cosue* , the signal has a somewhat different cosue* distri-
bution than the background does, especially fort t̄ events.
The spectra for these variables are shown in Fig. 7. Th
is no evidence of an excess in our data for the MSUG
parameters used. Figure 8 displays the cosuj* and cosue* dis-
tributions for signal andt t̄ events. These two variables a
particularly useful in reducing thet t̄ background relative to
the MSUGRA signal. Nevertheless,t t̄ events still make the
largest contribution in the signal-rich region because of th
similarity to the MSUGRA signal. This can be seen in Fig.
in which the NN output is displayed for each backgrou
and the MSUGRA signal for a particular set of paramete
The result of the NN output for data is given in Fig. 10. T
expected background describes the data well.
TABLE VI. Expected numbers of events in the base data sam
from the major sources of background and the number of obse
data events.
W1>4-jets 43.067.6
misidentified multijet 19.164.7
t t̄ 16.865.2
WW1>2-jets 1.460.3
Total 80.3610.4
Data 7211200l
re
A
ir
,
le
ed
FIG. 7. Distribution of NN variables for data~open histogram!,
background~points! and signal~hatched histogram!. The signal was
generated atm05170 GeV,m1/2558 GeV, and tanb53. We have
multiplied the expected number of signal events~18.5! by a factor
of 4.3 to normalize it to the total number of background even
Since the same number of signal and background events are us
train the NN, the plot shows the relative strength of signal to ba
ground as seen by the NN.FIG. 8. Distribution of~a! cosuj* and ~b! cosue* for signal ~hatched histogram! and t t̄ events~points!. The signal was generated atm0
5170 GeV,m1/2558 GeV, and tanb53. We have multiplied the expected number of signal events~18.5! by a factor of 0.91 to normalize
it to the number oft t̄ events expected in our base sample.1-11
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ABAZOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 66, 112001 ~2002!FIG. 9. Result of training of a NN. The excess above the ba
ground near 1 is the expected signal. The signal was generat
m05170 GeV,m1/2558 GeV, and tanb53. The backgrounds are
stacked up in the order ofW(en)1 jets, W(tn)1 jets, misidentified
multijet, t t̄ , andWW production. The contribution of each type o
background is normalized to its expected number of events in
data.11200-
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FIG. 10. NN output for data~open histogram!, signal ~hatched
histogram!, and background~points!. The signal was generated a
m05170 GeV,m1/2558 GeV, and tanb53. The background ex-
pectation describes the data well. The vertical arrow indicates
cutoff on the NN output that corresponds to the maximum sig
significance. The significance~described in Sec. VI B! as a function
of NN output is plotted in the inset.ers.
terTABLE VII. Number of observed events (Nobs), expected total background events (Nbkgd
total), and expected
signal events (NMSUGRA), corresponding to the optimal NN cutoff for different sets of MSUGRA paramet
The signal acceptance after NN cutoff~Acceptance!, MSUGRA production cross section for each parame
set (sMSUGRA), and the calculated 95% C.L. upper limit on the production cross section (s95%) are also
listed. All limits are for tanb53.
m0 m1/2 Acceptance sMSUGRA s95%
(GeV) (GeV) Nobs Nbkgd
total NMSUGRA ~%! (pb) (pb)
160 60 8 6.4561.22 11.1161.97 0.36060.064 33.34 29.61
160 65 7 5.9461.15 7.9361.41 0.36460.065 23.48 26.87
170 58 4 4.4360.88 10.36 1.83 0.30160.053 37.16 23.59
170 65 3 2.8760.61 5.8461.03 0.28360.050 22.23 23.71
180 60 5 4.1860.85 8.4961.50 0.30560.054 30.00 27.76
180 67 3 3.4560.72 5.3160.94 0.306 0.054 18.69 20.89
190 55 5 5.5161.12 11.1261.97 0.24860.044 48.46 30.88
190 63 4 3.6560.79 6.4161.13 0.29960.053 23.17 25.15
200 57 3 2.7260.60 6.9861.23 0.20860.037 36.21 32.79
200 62 2 2.3160.51 5.1260.91 0.23160.041 23.96 24.85
210 53 2 2.7560.59 6.8561.21 0.096 0.017 77.38 57.99
210 60 4 3.7460.81 5.9561.05 0.23860.042 26.96 31.33
220 50 2 3.7260.79 7.0561.25 0.05460.009 141.83 97.55
220 55 5 4.0260.83 7.06 1.25 0.16960.030 45.00 50.87
230 45 2 2.9060.62 5.9361.05 0.03060.005 214.95 183.99
230 50 4 3.4560.74 5.9161.04 0.046 0.008 138.52 166.06
240 43 1 2.5360.56 5.2460.93 0.02360.004 244.29 194.22
240 52 3 3.8360.80 5.2460.93 0.056 0.010 100.14 110.68
250 41 2 3.4760.72 5.3860.95 0.02160.004 281.53 256.82
250 42 4 4.9760.96 5.8061.03 0.02460.004 259.36 282.43
260 41 7 5.9161.16 5.6361.00 0.02260.004 280.15 452.28
260 42 4 3.8760.77 4.7060.83 0.02060.003 257.67 374.371-12
SEARCH FOR MINIMAL SUPERGRAVITY IN SINGLE- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 66, 112001 ~2002!TABLE VIII. PYTHIA parameters: masses ofq̃, g̃, x̃1
0, x̃2
0, and x̃1
6 , production cross section ofpp̄→q̃q̄̃ and pp̄→g̃q̃, and branching
fraction of x̃2
0→x̃201 l l , with respect to differentm0 andm1/2 in Table VII. All parameters are for tanb53.
m0 m1/2 mũL mũR md̃L md̃R mg̃ mx̃1
0 mx̃
2
0 mx̃
1
6 spp̄→q̃q̄̃ spp̄→g̃q̃
~GeV! ~GeV! ~GeV! ~GeV! ~GeV! ~GeV! ~GeV! ~GeV! ~GeV! ~GeV! ~pb! ~pb! BR(x̃2
0→x̃101 l l )
160 60 216.8 216.1 228.3 219.6 198.0 27.2 57.5 59.7 2.85 5.81 0.0712
160 65 225.6 224.3 236.7 227.6 209.3 29.2 60.9 62.9 2.42 4.29 0.0732
170 58 220.6 220.2 232.0 223.6 194.4 26.3 56.6 58.6 2.86 6.48 0.0654
170 65 232.5 231.2 243.3 234.4 210.1 29.2 61.3 63.0 1.78 3.61 0.0666
180 60 231.3 230.7 242.2 233.9 199.4 27.1 58.4 60.0 1.79 4.48 0.0610
180 67 243.0 241.5 253.3 244.6 215.6 30.0 63.1 64.5 1.31 2.74 0.0615
190 55 231.2 231.1 242.1 234.4 189.4 25.1 55.5 56.8 1.80 5.57 0.0581
190 63 243.6 242.6 254.0 245.7 206.8 28.4 60.7 61.9 1.32 3.39 0.0569
200 57 242.1 241.8 252.5 244.9 194.4 25.9 57.1 58.1 1.32 4.20 0.0547
200 62 249.5 248.8 259.7 251.8 205.3 27.9 60.3 61.3 1.13 3.31 0.0535
210 53 244.6 244.7 254.9 247.8 188.0 24.2 54.8 55.6 1.32 5.23 0.0540
210 60 254.5 253.9 264.4 256.8 201.6 27.1 59.3 60.1 0.97 3.18 0.0512
220 50 249.3 249.6 259.4 252.6 184.2 22.9 53.2 53.7 1.13 5.98 0.0540
220 55 255.7 255.6 265.6 258.5 192.6 25.0 56.3 56.9 0.97 3.94 0.0510
230 45 252.0 252.9 262.1 255.8 179.6 20.8 50.4 50.5 0.96 6.86 0.0564
230 50 257.9 258.2 267.7 261.1 185.3 22.9 53.4 53.6 0.83 4.50 0.0523
240 43 258.9 259.9 268.7 262.7 179.4 19.9 49.3 49.1 0.82 7.04 0.0572
240 52 269.0 269.2 278.4 272.0 189.2 23.7 54.7 54.8 0.61 3.40 0.0495
250 41 266.1 267.2 275.6 269.9 180.0 19.0 48.1 47.7 0.60 6.63 0.0583
250 42 267.1 268.1 276.6 270.8 179.9 19.4 48.7 48.3 0.60 5.92 0.0571
260 41 275.4 276.4 284.6 279.1 180.3 19.0 48.1 47.5 0.51 6.08 0.0571
260 42 276.3 277.3 285.5 280.0 180.4 19.4 48.7 48.2 0.44 4.98 0.0560ed
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B. Signal significance
To apply the optimal cut on the NN output, we calculat
the signal significance based on the expected number of
nal ~s! and background~b! events that would survive any NN
cutoff. We define the significance (S̄) below. The probability
that the number of background events,b, fluctuates ton or
more events is
F~nub!5 (
k5n
`
p~kub!5
1
A2p
E
S(nub)
`
e2t
2/2dt, ~6.1!
wherep(kub)5bke2b/k! is the Poisson probability for ob
servingk events withb events expected.S(nub) can be re-
garded as the number of standard deviations required forb t
fluctuate to n, and it can be calculated numerically. F
s1b expected events, the number of observed events ca
any number between@0,̀ ). The significance is thus define
as
S̄5 (
n50
`
p~nus1b!•S~nub! ~6.2!
wherep(nus1b) is the Poisson probability for observingn
events withs1b events expected.
The NN output corresponding to the maximum sign
cance determines our cutoff to calculate the 95% C.L. li
on the cross section. The error on the expected signa11200ig-
be
it
n-
cludes uncertainties on trigger and object identification e
ciencies, on parton distribution functions~10%!, differences
between MCs~12%!, and on the jet energy scale~5%!. Table
VII lists the results in terms of 95% C.L. limits on produc
tion cross sections for various sets of model parameter
MSUGRA. Table VIII lists the corresponding masses f
squark, gluino, neuralino, chargino mass, branching ratio
x̃2
0→x̃101 l l , and production cross sections for squark p
and squark-gluino pair.
VII. RESULTS
We conduct an independent NN analysis on each ge
ated MSUGRA point. The production cross section calc
lated byPYTHIA is compared with that obtained by limit ca
culation at 95% C.L. to determine whether the MSUGR
point is excluded or not. Using the two cross sections at e
point, we linearly extrapolate between the excluded and n
excluded points to determine the exact location of the exc
sion contour. The exclusion contour at the 95% C.L. is pl
ted in Fig. 11. Shown in the same figure are the results of
DO” dilepton and LEP I@31# analyses.
Our single-electron analysis is particularly sensitive in t
moderatem0 region. The extended region of exclusion rel
tive to the DO” dilepton result is in the range of 165 Ge
,m0,250 GeV. The dominant SUSY process changes fr
g̃q̃ production atm05170 GeV tog̃ pair production atm0
5250 GeV. The limit worsens asm0 increases because th1-13
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ABAZOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 66, 112001 ~2002!mass difference betweenx̃1
6 (x̃2
0) andx̃1
0 decreases, resultin
in softer electron and jets spectra, and consequently red
acceptance. As this work was being completed, a related
sult @32# on searches for MSUGRA in the jets plus missi
energy channel at Tevatron appeared. Since its limits
MSUGRA parameters, although more restrictive than th
obtained in this work and in the earlier DO” publication@33#
FIG. 11. Exclusion contour at the 95% C.L. for MSUGRA wi
tanb53. The result from the DO” dilepton and LEP I analyses ar
also shown. Both DO” analyses usePYTHIA 5.7 to generate the
MSUGRA signal.ro
B
r,
,
11200ed
e-
n
e
in the analogous channel, are expressed in a different pa
eter plane (mq̃ vs mg̃), we do not show them in Fig. 11.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We observe 72 candidate events for an MSUGRA sig
in the final state containing one electron, four or more je
and largeE” T in 92.7 pb
21 data. We expect 80.3610.4 such
events from misidentified multijet,t t̄ , W1 jets, andWW
production. We conclude that there is no evidence for
existence of MSUGRA. We use neural network to selec
kinematic region where signal to background significance
the largest. The upper limit on the cross section extends
previously DO” obtained exclusion region of MSUGRA pa
rameter space.
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